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TEFLON SPRAY GUN

Wherever hostile environments exist ( such as those in semiconductor
fab plants ) NACOM’S PTFE D.I WATER SPRAY GUNS can be found  
mounted on wet benches and work process stations .

Designed for D.I water spray, PTFE/ Poly constructed sprayers have be-
come the accepted industry standard. This because the gun may be exposed 
to corrosive acids thru operator handling.

In addition to our spray guns with threaded nozzles, NACOM now offers a 
hand sprayer with1/8 FNPT threaded cap for easy connection to custom 
spray patterns. Sprayers are sold seperately or with hose assemblies.  
Private labeling is available upon request.

NACOM’S PTFE NITROGEN GUNS deliver the optimum in anti-cor-
rosion protection and long lasting  duty wherever harsh chemicals  
are used in the vicinity of N2 dispensing / drying. 
Manufactured of PTFE and Poly like the DI Spray gun, the N2 
Guns resist fume attack. Moreover, our N2 Guns unique design 
eliminates costly nitrogen leaks. ( These  leaks occur in competitors  
guns around the depress button.) NACOM’S N2 Guns are available 
individually or with coiled hose assemblies.

NACOM’S PTFE DISPENSE GUNS use the same body as the DI 
Water gun with the addition of a long dispense / pour snout extend-
ing from the spray head in place of the spray nozzle. 
By inserting the snout inside the bottle neck, splashing is minimized.
All NACOM DI SPRAY GUNS, NITROGEN GUNS , and DISPENSE 
GUNSare available with a front trigger body or a rear trigger body . 
Your preference 

TEFLON , VITON, and KALREZ are Registered Trademarks of E.I Dupont de Nemours Co.
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